Abstract: Let denote any one of the spaces`1 and`p and . L T / be the domain of the band matrix L T . We studỳ p . L T / for 1 Ä p Ä 1 and give some inclusions and its topological properties. Also, we define the alpha , beta and gamma duals of the space`p. L T /. Finally, we give some matrix mappings.
Introduction
Let !,`1, c, c 0 and`p denote the sequence spaces of all real or complex valued, bounded, convergent, null and absolutely p summable sequences, respectively, where 1 Ä p < 1. Besides, let bs and cs denote the spaces of all bounded and convergent series, respectively. bv p is the space consisting of all sequences .x k / such that .x k x kC1 / 2`p. We assume that A sequence space X is called a K space if p n W X ! C defined by p n .x/ D x n is continuous for all n 2 N. A K space X is called an FK space if X is a complete linear metric space. If FK space is normable then it is called a BK space. for 1 Ä p < 1. Let A D .a nk / be an infinite matrix and X; Y be sequence spaces. If Ax D .A n .x// exists for all x 2 X and lies in Y , then A defines a matrix mapping from X into Y , where
provided the series on the right side of (1) converges for each n 2 N. For a sequence space X , the matrix domain of an infinite matrix A in X is defined by
Also, (2) is a sequence space.
2 The sequence space`p. L T /
We introduce the sequence space`p. L T / where 1 Ä p Ä 1 by using the band matrix L T . Then, we analyze some topological properties of`p. L T / and give some inclusion relations related to this space. Let us define`p. L T / and`1. L T / as follows:
where L T D .t nk / is in`p and`1, respectively, also, is the double band matrix defined as follows:
for all k; n 2 N where r; s 2 Rn f0g and t D .t n / 2 cnc 0 with t n > 0 for all n 2 N. If we rewrite`p.
We have the inverse matrix L T 1 D t 1 nk as follows:
Additionally, we will frequently use y D .y n / by the L T -transform of a sequence x D .x n /, i.e. ,
for all n 2 N.
We can obtain the following statements according to the special cases of t D .t n /; r; s
(see [5] ) By using a new double band matrix, many sequence spaces have recently been defined by several authors, see for instance [6] [7] [8] [9] .
We now may begin the following theorem.
Proof. The proof is easy.
Proof. By using (3), we define transformation
The linearity and injectivity of L T is clear. Let y D .y n / 2`p and define the sequence x D .x n / as follows:
Then, by using (3) and (4), we obtain
which means that L T preserves the norm in the case of 1 Ä p Ä 1. Hence L T is an isometry. Consequently, L T is a linear bijection which shows that the spaces`p. L T / and`p are linearly isomorphic.
Lemma 2.4 ([10]).
A product Q n .1 C a n / with positive terms a n is convergent if and only if the series P n a n converges.
Proof. Let 1 Ä p < q < 1: Then, it follows by the inclusion`p `q that the inclusion`p. L T / `q. L T / holds. Further, because of the inclusion`p `q is strict, there is a sequence x 2`qn`p. Let y D .y n / be as follows:
Thus, we get L T n .y/ D x n for all n 2 N which means that L T y D x and since x 2`qn`p, we have L T y 2`qn`p. This implies that the inclusioǹ
Hence, we obtain for every n 2 N that
Proof. The proof is similar to [1] .
Lemma 2.8. Neither of the spaces`1 and`p. L T / includes the other one, where 1 Ä p < 1.
The˛-,ˇ-and -duals of the space`p. L T / and`1. L T /
The˛ ;ˇ and duals of sequence space are introduced as follows:
In present section, we give the˛ ;ˇ and duals of the space`p. L T /, where 1 Ä p Ä 1: Throughout the present section, let ± be the collection of all nonempty and finite subsets of N. The following known results from [11, 12] are fundamental for our investigation.
lim n!1 a nk exists for all k 2 N:
sup K2± X kˇX n2K
sup n;k ja nk j < 1:
Lemma 3.1. The necessary and sufficient conditions for A 2 . W / when 2 f`p;`1;`1g and 2 f`1; c;`1g can be read from Table 1 , where 1. (6). 2. (6) and (7). 3. (8). 4. (9). 5. (7) and (9). 6. (10). 7. (6) with q D 1. 8. (7) and (11). 9. (8) with q D 1. 
Proof. Let us prove it only for the space`p. L T /, where 1 < p < 1. Let us take any a D .a n / 2 !. We have with the notation (4) that a n x n D a n 1 r
t k a n t k a n ; 0 Ä k Ä n 0; k > n .k; n 2 N/ .
Hence, we have that ax D .a n x n / 2`1 whenever x D .x n / 2`p. L T / iff By 2`1 whenever y D .y n / 2`p. From the Table 1 , we have the desired result that 
for all k; n 2 N. Therefore, we have that ax D .a n x n / 2 cs whenever x D .x n / 2`p. L T / iff Dy 2 c whenever y D .y n / 2`p. From the Table 1 , we have that
As this, we deduce by (12) that ax D .a n x n / 2 bs whenever x D .x n / 2`p. L T / iff Dy 2`1 whenever y D .y n / 2`p. Thus, we obtain from the Table 1 that
This concludes the proof. t k a ni .
